
   Cooking

 100 Days Of Real Food
How We Did It, What We Learned, and 100 Easy, Wholesome Recipes Your Family Will
Love
by  Lisa Leake

ISBN: 9780062252555
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 288
Price: $38.99

The activist mom and creator of the 100 Days of Real Food blog draws from her hugely popular website to offer simple, affordable, family-friendly recipes
and practical advice for eliminating processed foods from your family's diet
Inspired by Michael Pollan's In Defense of Food, Lisa Leake decided her family's eating habits needed an overhaul. She, her husband, and their two small
girls pledged to go 100 days without eating highly processed or refined foods-a challenge she opened to readers on her blog. Now, she shares their story,
offering insights and cost-conscious recipes everyone can use to enjoy wholesome natural food-whole grains, fruits and vegetables, seafood, locally raised
meats, natural juices, dried fruit, seeds, popcorn, natural honey, and more.
Illustrated with 125 photographs and filled with step-by-step instructions, this hands-on cookbook and guide includes:
o Advice for navigating the grocery store and making smart purchases
o Tips for reading ingredient labels
o 100 quick and easy recipes for such favorites as Homemade Chicken Nuggets, Whole Wheat Pasta with Kale Pesto Cream Sauce, and Cinnamon Glazed
Popcorn
o Meal plans and suggestions for kid-pleasing school lunches, parties, and snacks
o "Real Food" anecdotes from the Leakes' own experiences
o A 10-day mini starter-program, and much more.

 Abraham Lincoln in the Kitchen
A Culinary View of Lincoln's Life and Times
by  Rae Katherine Eighmey

ISBN: 9781588344557
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Smithsonian
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 224
Price: $24.95

No Description

 Beerology
Everything You Need to Know to Enjoy Beer...Even More
by  Mirella Amato

ISBN: 9780449016121
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 192
Price: $24.95

No Description
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 Bento Bonanza

300 Essential Japanese Box Lunch Recipes
by Shufu-No-Tomo

ISBN: 9781939130372
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Vertical Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 192
Price: $21.95

No Description

 Best Green Drinks Ever
by  Katrine Vanwyk

ISBN: 9781581572278
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2013-11-26
Pages: 176
Price: $16.00

No Description

 The Blender Girl
Super-Easy, Super-Healthy Meals, Snacks, Desserts, and Drinks--100 Gluten-Free, Vegan
Recipes!
by  Tess Masters

ISBN: 9781607746430
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ten Speed Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 224
Price: $23.99

No Description
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 Bourbon

A History Of The American Spirit
by  Dane Huckelbridge

ISBN: 9780062241399
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 320
Price: $33.99

A rollicking biography of bourbon whiskey that doubles as a rich and surprising history of America itself
Few products are so completely or intimately steeped in the American story as bourbon whiskey. As Dane Huckelbridge's masterfully crafted history reveals,
the iconic amber spirit is the American experience, distilled, aged, and sealed in a bottle. 
Bourbon's essential ingredient, corn, is indigenous to the Americas and had been fermented by its native peoples for centuries. At Jamestown, the earliest
colonists applied their old-world distilling know-how to produce the first corn-based whiskey. After winning the American Revolution, George Washington
turned his attention to establishing one of the new nation's largest distilling operations at his estate, Mount Vernon, making him a Founding Father of both
the United States and American whiskey. Whiskey-swilling Scots-Irish immigrants had perfected bourbon's recipe in the rugged oak forests of the
Appalachian frontier by the early nineteenth century. Kentucky-born Abe Lincoln received a liquor license in 1833 before turning his attention to politics;
during the Civil War, soldiers on both sides liberally imbibed before, during, and after battle. Then, in cowboy saloons and gambling halls of the late-
nineteenth century, bourbon put the wild in Wild West. 
During the early twentieth century, Prohibition fa-mously sought to curtail America's drinking but instead expanded alcohol's reach as speakeasies run by
gangsters and bootleggers welcomed women and made drinking more fashionable than ever. Bourbon-consumption reached record heights--both at home
and abroad--as America came of age as a superpower after World War II and labels like Jack Daniel's and Jim Beam emerged as global brands on par with
Coca-Cola. Just as bourbon fueled the novels of F. Scott Fitzgerald, William Faulkner, and Ernest Hemingway during the first half of the twentieth century,
the 1960s and beyond saw rock-and-roll bands and country stars knocking back bottles of O ...

 Cast Iron Nation
Great American Cooking from Coast to Coast
by THE LODGE COMPANY

ISBN: 9780848742263
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 288
Price: $27.95

Cast-iron skillets, pots, and Dutch ovens are enjoying a surge in popularity among cookware users all across America, and no wonder: it's inexpensive, long
lasting, eco-friendly, sustainable, versatile, and healthy! It's no longer just for the camper or cowboy-today, it's a staple piece of cookware in any kitchen
helmed by a cook who loves good food. 

Lodge Cast Iron Nation provides 200 recipes curated from Lodge's very own network of high-profile chefs and cast-iron cookware fans from around the
country. Focused on American regional cuisine, it's packed with a diverse array of recipes-everything from appetizers to desserts and everything in-between.
The book reveals the movement behind the resurgence in cast iron's popularity, showcasing exciting new flavor combinations from popular chefs (like John
Currence, Lidia Bastianich, Mark Bittman and Peter Kaminsky) and highlighting the cookware's relevance for today's cooks, who are increasingly concerned
with issues of sustainability, health, and expense when it comes to their food choices. 

Packed with classic regional casseroles, soups and stews, new twists on old favorites, plus desserts from the icebox and the oven-this cookbook proves that
cast iron isn't just for cornbread. And with in-depth information on how to use and care for cast iron plus surprising tricks and tips-direct from Lodge fans-
this cookbook is a comprehensive guide to getting the most out of cast-iron cookware. 

Finally, Lodge Cast Iron Nation gives back to the country it celebrates; a portion of the proceeds from the sale of every book will go to The Tennessee
Aquarium's Serve &  ...
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 The Chopped Cookbook

Use What You've Got to Cook Something Great
by  Network Kitchens Food

ISBN: 9780770435004
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 240
Price: $32.00

No Description

 Cooking With Coconut Oil
by  Elizabeth Nyland

ISBN: 9781581572360
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2013-11-26
Pages: 224
Price: $18.00

No Description

 Daniel Galmiche's French Revolution
by  Daniel Galmiche,  Heston Blumenthal

ISBN: 9781848991583
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 224
Price: $31.95

Daniel Galmiche's first book, French Brasserie Cookbook, was hailed as a masterpiece of French home cooking. His eminently do-able versions of
traditional recipes have won him thousands of fans throughout the world. Now he turns his experienced eye to something different: his own irresistible take
on the new wave of modern French cooking. Revolutionary French Cooking is divided into three chapters. The first, LibertÃ©, showcases exciting new
recipes, methods and techniques, with innovative ingredients - such as Pineapple Tarte Tatin with Chilli and Lemongrass - all refreshingly free from the
shackles of tradition. The second chapter, Ã‰galitÃ©, brings democracy to your cooking by elevating such humble fare as celeriac, pork belly and rabbit
into the food of kings - for example, Rabbit Terrine with Onions and Parsley. The final chapter, FraternitÃ©, celebrates recognized "brotherhoods", or
pairings, of ingredients and turns convention on its head with modern adaptations, such as Monkfish Wrapped in Pancetta with Carrot and Mandarin
PurÃ©e. Throughout the book Daniel reveals how to make modern dishes with vibrant flavours, textures and aromas. In each chapter there are instructive
features on the techniques used, such as water baths, showing you how to master them easily in your own home. This is a must-have book for lovers of
hearty, beautiful food and the taste of France.
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 Dish Do-Over

by  Joanne Lusted

ISBN: 9781443423120
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 288
Price: $24.99

All of the flavour, none of the guilt
Based on the wildly popular segment on CBC TV's Steven & Chris, Dish Do-Over takes foods that you can't live without--guilty pleasures and family
favourites--and transforms them. Same great taste, but lower in fat and calories, and often wheat-free and gluten-free, too. From a mouth-watering
cheesecake with half the calories and fat to fettuccine alfredo that's delicious and gluten-free, you won't notice the smart swaps that make these favourites
better.
Packed with colour photographs, Dish Do-Over features more than 125 recipes from soup and starters to quick weeknight dinners and desserts. Here are a
few of the easy swaps:
Fat-free evaporated milk replaces 35% cream and whole milk but keeps all the creamy flavour you love in your mac 'n' cheese
Traditional deep-fried favourites such as chicken nuggets and coconut shrimp are reinvented into crispy ovenbaked dishes, thanks to toasted panko bread
crumbs
Non-fat Greek yogurt replaces butter to make luscious chocolate icing for double-chocolate cake completely guilt-free
Bearnaise is made better by tangy 1 percent buttermilk in place of egg yolks and butter
Irresistible bistro-style burgers are packed with ground cremini mushrooms to cut the fat and keep extra-lean ground beef moist and juicy

 Eat
by  Nigel Slater

ISBN: 9780007526154
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2013-10-28
Pages: 448
Price: $43.99

The much-loved author of The Kitchen Diaries and presenter of BBC1's Simple Suppers is here to help you cook real food fast, with over 600 ideas for
delicious everyday dishes.
Inspired by his own supper-time improvisations, Nigel Slater shows you how to make tasty and quick meals with the ingredients you have to hand. Full of
inventive food ideas for those pressed for time, and with recipe variations and alternatives to suit any cupboard, Eat: The Little Book of Fast Food will be a
feast of everyday inspiration.

 Eating In Color
Delicious, Healthy Recipes for You and Your Family
by F. Largeman-roth

ISBN: 9781617690297
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori and Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 216
Price: $31.50

If art throughout the ages is any indication, few things are as visually stunning as the intensity of color present in nature. In Eating in Color, registered
dietitian and bestselling author Frances Largeman-Roth offers home cooks an easy, fun plan for utilizing the color spectrum to bring more vividly hued food
to the table. From deep green kale to vermilion beets, Eating in Color showcases vibrant, delicious foods that have been shown to reduce the risk of heart
disease and stroke, some cancers, diabetes, and obesity. Avocados, tomatoes, farro, blueberries, and more shine in stunning photographs of 90 color-coded,
family-friendly recipes, ranging from Caramelized Red Onion and Fig Pizza to Cran-Apple Tarte Tatin. Clear preparation instructions and nutritional
information make this an essential resource for eating well while eating healthy.
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 Everyday Easy

100 Fabulous Recipes For Fuss-Free Home Cooking
by  Lorraine Pascale

ISBN: 9780062305794
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 256
Price: $38.99

Following the success of British exports Nigella Lawson and Jamie Oliver comes culinary superstar Lorraine Pascale, who makes her American debut with
this bright and breezy full-color cookbook that features 100 simple yet elegant recipes for everyday and entertainingInfused with her charisma and charm,
Everyday Easy introduces Lorraine Pascale's elegant, fuss-free cooking, with recipes perfect for both everyday suppers and annual feasts. Enjoy quick
weeknight dinners such as Creamy Pancetta Pasta with Mushrooms and Parmesan or hearty vegetarian fare such as Chestnut and Pea Risotto with Truffle
Oil. Thinking of entertaining? You'll find dinner-party delights such as Rioja-Braised Lamb Shanks with Chorizo or Twice-Cooked Chicken Kievs.Everyday
Easy offers something for everyone and every occasion, whether you're looking for a tasty meal for two, or planning a crowd-pleasing menu for a fun and
relaxed evening in with friends. Nearly every recipe is accompanied with a gorgeous color photo and there are a plentitude of kitchen tips and tricks to help
you whip up great food without the fuss.

 Global Kitchen The World's Most
The World's Most Delicious Food Made Easy
by COOKING LIGHT

ISBN: 9780848739980
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

"It is an exciting time to be in the kitchen with so many incredible, flavorful ingredients from around the globe in our local supermakets. We can thank
globalization for stimulating our taste buds--and for making it easier to eat healthy." David Joachim, Author Cooking Light Global Kitchen brings a world of
flavor, texture, and enticing aromas to your everyday meals. In this book, the sometimes intimidating topic of preparing your favorite ethnic-inspired dishes
is made easy, approachable, and, most importantly, doable for home cooks of any skill level, by using ethnic ingredients easy-to-find in your local grocery
store!

New York Times Bestselling author David Joachim, shares fascinating stories behind the world's most loved dishes as well as tips and techniques from 15
notable chefs and experts such as Rick Bayless, Marc Vetri, Michael Solomonov, Lidia Bastianich, Marcus Samuelsson, Jose Garces, Mark Bittman, and
many more.

We'll show you how to create Mexican chile rellenos, homemade
pasta in the Italian tradition, Thai sticky rice, Egyptian koshari, and
many other dishes without venturing further than the supermarket.
You'll get a taste of the world without ever leaving home.   More than 150 recipes from around the world provide adventurous eaters with plenty of options
to keep their palates pleased  Features melting pot recipes blending the flavors of multiple cuisines, appealing to America's love of fusion dishes  All the
recipes are prepared with easy-to-find ingredients, making each deliciously d ...

 Grill to Perfection
Two Champion Pit Masters' Recipes and Techniques for Unforgettable Backyard Grilling
by  Andy Husbands,  Chris Hart,  Andrea Pyenson

ISBN: 9781624140426
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Page Street Pub
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 192
Price: $23.99

No Description
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 Handmade Gatherings

Recipes and Crafts for Seasonal Celebrations and Potluck Parties
by  Ashley English,  Jen Altman

ISBN: 9781611800562
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 288
Price: $34.95

No Description

 Haute Dogs
Recipes for Delicious Hot Dogs, Buns, and Condiments
by  Russell Van Kraayenburg,  Russell Van Kraayenberg

ISBN: 9781594746758
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 168
Price: $17.95

No Description

 Healing Spices Cookbook
50 Wonderful Spices, and How to Use Them in Healthgiving, Immunity-boosting Foods and
Drinks
by  Kirsten Hartvik

ISBN: 9781848991545
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-12-30
Pages: 240
Price: $15.95

No Description

 Honey & Oats
Everyday Favorites Baked with Whole Grains and Natural Sweeteners
by  Jennifer Katzinger,  Charity Burggraaf,  Julie Hopper

ISBN: 9781570618918
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Sasquatch Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 176
Price: $35.00

No Description
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 The Hungry Girl Diet

Big Portions. Big Results. Drop 10 Pounds in 4 Weeks
by  Lisa Lillien

ISBN: 9780312676797
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

With more than 2 million Hungry Girl books sold, this is the book every Hungry Girl fan has been waiting for: The Hungry Girl Diet! Now, Lisa Lillien
takes her famous super-sizing techniques and delicious, guilt-free recipes and puts them into a foolproof jumpstart plan to help you lose weight painlessly!
Working with a registered dietitian, Lillien has created a program that is not only completely satisfying but also entirely effective! This four-week plan is
based on Lisa's diet philosophies and food-expanding ideas and also contains over 40 recipes for delicious super-sized meals and snacks! The Hungry Girl
Diet  has:   -  A detailed four-week program to help you jump start your weight loss-the Hungry Girl way...    -  Extraordinary "magical" food ideas that help
keep you feeling full all day!   -  Tips and tricks for avoiding diet derailment, including Lisa's personal strategies for weight management   -  New super-sized
recipes for HG classics like growing oatmeal bowls, oversized egg mugs, ginormous salads, and foil packs!   -  Helpful hints & how-tos for grocery shopping
and dining out   -  Foods that give you the biggest bang for your calorie buck    -  Smart swaps for fattening foods you crave    -  Easy meals that anyone can
make   -  And SO much more!With an emphasis on lean protein, low-fat dairy, fresh fruits 'n veggies, and GIGANTIC portions, this diet gives you
everything you love about Hungry Girl in one nutritious and delicious weight-loss plan!

 An Invitation to the Garden
Seasonal Entertaining Outdoors
by  Michael Devine,  Charlotte Moss,  John Gruen

ISBN: 9780847842513
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 192
Price: $40.00

No Description

 The Lucky Santangelo Cookbook
by  Jackie Collins

ISBN: 9781250014658
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 176
Price: $31.99

Bold, wildly beautiful, and totally her own woman, Lucky Santangelo  needs no introduction. The sizzling, glamorous,  sometimes dangerous daughter of
former gangster Gino, Lucky is  the most popular character in Jackie Collins's wild world of lust, intrigue, violence, and redemption. A true Italian/American
woman of the world, Lucky likes to shake it up in the kitchen-from traditional Italian dishes to sumptuous desserts, and crazy cocktails. The Lucky
Santangelo Cookbook features the kind of bold and audacious flavors that characterize Lucky herself. From zesty meatballs to sweet and spicy spare ribs,
this book is packed with recipes suitable for everything from big family dinners to lavish cocktail parties to romantic dinners for two. The Lucky Santangelo
Cookbook is certain to broaden any home cook's repertoire in new and excitingly delicious  directions.Fully illustrated and peppered throughout with fun and
delightfully provocative scenes written just for this book, readers will enjoy seeing Lucky-and Jackie-in action. So-if you want a little taste of Lucky
Santangelo in your life-get into the kitchen and start getting Lucky!
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 My Paris Kitchen

Recipes and Stories
by  David Lebovitz

ISBN: 9781607742678
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ten Speed Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 352
Price: $41.00

No Description

 New England Diner Cookbook, The
by  Mike Urban

ISBN: 9781581571790
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 224
Price: $21.00

No Description

 The Paleo Foodie Cookbook
120 Food Lover's Recipes for Healthy, Gluten-Free, Grain-Free and Delicious Meals
by  Arsy Vartanian,  Amy Kubal,  Chris Kresser

ISBN: 9781624140488
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Page Street Pub
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

No Description

 Rawlicious at Home
More Than 100 Raw, Vegan and Gluten-free Recipes to Make You Feel Great
by  Angus Crawford,  Chelsea Clark

ISBN: 9780449016183
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 208
Price: $29.95

No Description
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 Rawsome Vegan Baking

An Un-Cookbook for Raw, Gluten-Free, Vegan, Beautiful and Sinfully Sweet Cookies,
Cakes, Bars and Cupcakes
by  Emily Von Euw

ISBN: 9781624140556
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Page Street Pub
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 224
Price: $21.99

No Description

 A Simple Feast
A Year of Stories and Recipes to Savor and Share
by  Diana Yen

ISBN: 9781611800326
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 256
Price: $32.95

No Description

 Skinny Meals
Everything You Need to Lose Weight-Fast!
by  Bob Harper

ISBN: 9780804178594
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 304
Price: $34.00

No Description

 The Sobo Cookbook
Recipes from the Tofino Restaurant at the End of the Canadian Road
by  Lisa Ahier,  Andrew Morrison

ISBN: 9780449015858
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

No Description
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 The VB6 Cookbook

More than 350 Recipes for Healthy Vegan Meals All Day and Delicious Flexitarian Dinners
at Night
by  Mark Bittman

ISBN: 9780385344821
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 272
Price: $35.00

No Description

 Verdure
Vegetable Recipes from the Kitchen of the American Academy in Rome, Rome Sustainable
Food Project
by  Christopher Boswell,  Elena Goldblatt,  Annie Schlechter

ISBN: 9781936941032
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: New York Review Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 256
Price: $26.00

No Description

 The Vibrant Table
Recipes from My Always Vegetarian, Mostly Vegan, and Sometimes Raw Kitchen

ISBN: 9781611800975
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 320
Price: $35.00

The Vibrant Table is a feast for the senses. From small sides  to savory meals and sweet indulgences, each nourishing recipe tells a  story of a balanced and
well-fed lifestyle, centered around the family  table. Amaranth Pumpkin Porridge, Fingerling Potato Pizza, Squash  Blossom Quiche, Roasted Plum Ice
Cream, Swirled Acai Cheesecake--you will  never run out of inspiration for enjoying whole foods at any meal. 

Anya Kassoff's bustling kitchen is always vegetarian, mostly vegan,  gluten-free, and sometimes raw--a place where desserts can serve as an  energizing
breakfast too! The 100+ recipes here include fresh  interpretations of familiar classics and plenty of ideas for the curious  cook. With guidance on sprouting,
grinding your own flours, making nut  milks, and even preparing raw chocolate, building a well-stocked pantry  has never been easier. A chapter dedicated to
cooking with kids is full  of tips and recipes for raising adventurous eaters. Anya's devotion to  preparing fresh and seasonal ingredients with love is clear.
The Vibrant Table is a delicious homage to lightness and elegance at home.
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 Virgin Diet Ckbk

150 Easy and Delicious Recipes to Lose Weight and Feel Better Fast
by J.j. Virgin

ISBN: 9781455577798
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-02-18
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

The companion to the New York Times bestseller The Virgin Diet brings the groundbreaking health and weight loss program into your kitchen. With more
than 150 delicious and practical recipes, THE VIRGIN DIET COOKBOOK is designed to show you how to incorporate anti-inflammatory, healing foods
into your diet to reclaim your health and reset your metabolism, while avoiding the 7 foods that are most likely to cause food intolerance. 

These tasty, easy-to-make recipes are free of gluten, soy, dairy, eggs, corn, peanuts, and sugar and artificial sweeteners. With mouthwatering suggestions for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, dessert and snacks, you'll lose weight fast while enjoying what you eat!. THE VIRGIN DIET COOKBOOK will also help you to
stock your kitchen, provide delicious substitutes for common ingredients, and offer easy swaps for eating out and on-the-go.

 What To Cook Now
300 Recipes for Every Kitchen
by WEIGHT WATCHERS

ISBN: 9781250044549
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2013-12-24
Pages: 416
Price: $32.50

As the food world has changed so has the way&nbspwe think about eating and cooking. Whether you're a novice or seasoned cook, this complete guide on
cooking the Weight Watchers way-that is, satisfying, healthy fare-will supply you with all the tools you need for getting &nbspflavorful meals on the table
without spending hours in the kitchen. &nbspAn all-encompassing compendium that includes more than three hundred recipes-everything from speedy
weeknight dinners, &nbspweekend big-batch fare, basic "foundation" recipes (think stocks and sauces done easy!) or meals and menus ideal for entertaining
- this cookbook also includes the latest techniques and tools that real cooks will use again and again. &nbspIn addition to recipes, there is a Weight Watchers
New Basics section that includes the new thinking on mandatory kitchen tools that are&nbspuser friendly (like an immersion blender or handheld grater), not
laborious (think food processor); the well-stocked, healthy pantries that focus on packaged and frozen foods that provide the maximum punch (like intensely
flavored pastes such as pesto and herbs or anchovy); the latest thinking on food safety, as well as a complete produce primer for helping the healthy cook
choose and prepare veggie-and-fruit based dishes; and much more...

 Wheat Belly (30 Minutes Or Less!) Cookbook
by  William Davis

ISBN: 9781443424868
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2013-12-03
Pages: 304
Price: $24.99

The companion to the New York Times bestseller serves up 200 easy, great-tasting, wheat-free recipes
Living wheat-free doesn't take extra time or work. The Wheat Belly (30 Minutes or Less!) Cookbook features healthy, delicious, visually appealing meals
and snacks--all conforming to the basic rules of remaining wheat-free and including no "junk" carbohydrates or grains. With the latest research, success
stories and tips and tricks, the Wheat Belly (30 Minutes or Less!) Cookbook features 200 delicious new recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, side dishes,
snacks, desserts and even special occasions.
Now, it's easier than ever to say good-bye to wheat with this new collection of yummy recipes that are quick enough for busy weekdays-- and good enough
for company.
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 Wolfgang Puck Makes It Healthy

Light, Delicious Recipes and Easy Exercises for a Better Life
by Wolfgang Puck

ISBN: 9781455508846
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 336
Price: $33.00

Acclaimed chef and restaurateur Wolfgang Puck shares his classic recipes made healthy along with easy exercise moves to help readers lose weight and feel
energetic.

In EAT, MOVE, LIVE, Wolfgang Puck shares the food and fitness plan that helped him transform from being overweight and out of shape to fit and
energetic. Now, he offers more than 100 health-conscious recipes, some modified classics from his earlier classics; others brand new. Readers will find
flavorful food for every meal, including snacks and desserts, inspired by Mexican, Asian, Italian, Indian, and French cuisine.

Puck will never tell readers that they can't enjoy a glass of wine or to cut out their favorite foods. Instead, he partnered with trainer Chad Waterbury and
journalist Lou Schuler to outline an exercise solution. They've uncovered a plan for the fitness-phobic out there who want to be able to indulge a little: an
adaptable 40 minute workout program focused on core stability, cardio fitness, and mobility that can be adapted to suit anyone's daily life.
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